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(54) Hold block for elevator door sill

(57) The invention refers to a hold block for fastening
at least one structural elevator component, such as a
landing door sill, an overhead structure of a landing door
opening or a car door sill to a base. The hold block com-
prises two rigidly connected fixing elements (1, 2) which
can be alternatively used for fixing the hold block to the
base, which fixing elements are each provided with a
corresponding supporting element, which supporting el-
ements are disposed at the ends of the fixing elements,
whereby each supporting element (3, 4, 23) is connected
to the respective fixing element via a bendable adjust-
ment elbow (5, 18, 22) acting and being located between
the respective fixing element and supporting element to
allow the adjustment of the angle between the planes
defined by said respective fixing and supporting ele-
ments, whereby a locking element (7, 20, 25) is provided
for locking said angle between said respective fixing and
supporting elements. This kind of hold block has a large
adjustment range.
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